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A PLATFORM FOR PLAYERS TO EARN CRYPTO-TOKENS
WHILE PLAYING THE BEST MOBILE GAMES



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Sgame Pro is a mobile gaming Platform aggregator (“Sgame Pro”), owned by Sgame SA a Swiss based 
company (the “Company”). Under development since 2016, Sgame Pro successfully launched its Alpha 
version in 2017 achieving over 50,000 downloads with no marketing spending. Sgame Pro is entirely focused 
on the rapidly growing mobile gaming industry and has developed two major technical innovations:

First, Sgame Pro enables players (“Player” or “Players”) to be rewarded with our newly issued utility 
crypto-token (“Sgame Coin” or “SGM”) while simply playing the world’s most popular mobile games. 
SGM will be (i) the only way to access and benefit from the Sgame Pro Platform and (ii) the sole settle-
ment method for all transactions with the Sgame Pro ecosystem. 

Second, Sgame Pro aggregates the fragmented sector of independent and major game publishers ( 
“Publisher” or “Publishers”) into a one-stop-shop gaming Platform. On Sgame Pro, Players will not only 
be able to find all the latest games, but will also have the opportunity to challenge others in games 
that were previously single player games (“Challenge”), creating an entirely new gaming mode (“Asyn-
chronous Multiplayer”). This innovation is truly disruptive given that 78% of the mobile gaming market 
is single player while most of the revenues stem from multiplayer games.

On Sgame Pro, Publishers will earn significantly more revenue as the new ecosystem encourages increased 
Player engagement through the aforementioned technical innovations. Publishers will also benefit from 
improved user acquisition based on Sgame Pro’s prominent marketing campaigns in conjunction with its 
Influencer Partners (“Influencers”). Sgame Pro’s Influencers include the likes of Pewdiepie, Tweakbox and 
many more, with over 80 million highly engaged followers spread across the globe.

In a world where Influencers’ revenue streams are becoming increasingly erratic, especially on major tradi-
tional Platforms such as YouTube™, Sgame Pro is perfectly positioned to help Influencers better interact and 
monetize a highly targeted Player community through an innovative “never-ending” referral program.

SGM is a utility token based on the ERC-20 standard, enabling Sgame Pro to fully leverage the Ethereum 
ecosystem and easily integrate with the existing infrastructure. SGM will be available to use on Sgame Pro 
from day 1 when the tokens are forged.
The maximum supply of SGM Tokens (“SGM Total Supply”) will be issued in a single genesis block and 
limited at 350,000,000.
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The SGM token economy is centered around a continuous circulation of tokens
between Sgame Pro and the ecosystem’s participants (Players, Publishers, Influencers and Merchants)

aiming at a highly liquid token.



The current economic flow in the 
mobile gaming world is straight-
forward with a direct connection 
between the Player, the advertis-
ing provider and in-app purchas-
es: Players play games and all 
revenue generated go to the 

Publisher
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THE MOBILE GAMING ECONOMY

The Sgame Pro solution is complimentary, the existing flow is unchanged, however both the 
Player and the Publisher now also gain SGM based on game length and challenges completed

SGAME PRO WORKFLOW

EXISTING WORKFLOW

User plays a mobile game

ADV & IAP in the game
generate Fiat

Publisher takes 100%
of generated value

User plays a mobile game
via Sgame Pro

ADV & IAP in the game
generate Fiat

Publisher takes 100%
of generated value

Sgame Pro
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1. THE MARKET

1.1 - OVERVIEW

With almost 20% YoY growth, the global mobile gaming market remains the stand out segment of the overall 
gaming market which itself is forecast to grow at a 3 year CAGR of 9.4% to $142bn. The main drivers behind 
this are increasing smartphone adoption, improving mobile internet connectivity and the ever growing 
number of high quality mobile games.
Mobile as the largest source of gaming revenue has paved the way for a new array of business models and 
integrated payment solutions ranging from subscriptions fee, pay-per-play, in-app purchase (IAP), royalty to 
premium account, upgrade remunerations and - most importantly - advertising in app (ADV).

Within this framework the free-to-play mode, with revenue derived from ADV and the sale of digital goods, has 
emerged as the dominant model. Supercell, the maker of mobile games Clash Royale™ and Clash of Clans™, 
generated $2.3 billion in sales in 2016, all coming from Players purchasing digital goods to compete with 
each other.

1.2 - SINGLE PLAYER GAMES IN A MULTIPLAYER REVENUE WORLD 

The mobile gaming market offers a wide variety of genres: action, board, arcade, sport, strategy, adventure 
and many more. The overwhelming majority of these games (78%) are only playable in single player mode, 
i.e. the Player can only indirectly compete by comparing scores on a leaderboard. Only 1 out of 5 games is 
currently playable in multiplayer mode, i.e. where Players can play the same game with other Players.
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Publishers are well aware of this and would be eager to convert all single player games into multiplayer, 
however significant technical challenges arise. Dealing with network latency issues and movement predic-
tion are difficult problems to solve once a game has been launched and is played on millions of  devices.

1.3 - THE MARKET OPPORTUNITIES

After almost 2 years of research and analysis, we have identified the following market needs that the Sgame 
Pro Platform will help resolve: 

IAP/ADV EARNINGSGAMES AVAILABLE ON IOS/ANDROID

Single player
Multi player

Single player
Multi player

$15.8Bn$30.3Bn

PLAYERS PUBLISHERS INFLUENCERS MERCHANTS

User retentionIntrusive ADV

Cost of digital goods

High cost of marketing

Suboptimal ADV and 
IAP revenues

Drop of attention in 
single player games

Crypto tokens mining is 
hard to understand

Rewards can’t be used 
across different games

No innovative revenue 
channels

Decreasing effectiveness 
of traditional social 

media channels

Increasingly hard to 
keep follower base 

engaged

Challenging to 
effectively target the 

right audience

Decreasing revenues 
from traditional 

channels

Expensive and 
inefficient user 

acquisition

Lack of centralized 
location for new game 

release information



2. ADDRESSING MARKET NEEDS

Sgame Pro is a game aggregator and community where Players are rewarded in SGM by:

•  Playing iOS and Android mobile games from the world’s best Publishers
•  Challenging other Players
•  Streaming their Challenges to millions of Players
•  Taking part in targeted actions via a personalized Offer Wall

Players will be able to use SGM to redeem a large number of digital and physical goods on the internal Sgame 
Pro marketplace (hereinafter “Sgame Marketplace”) and on Publishers’ digital stores. In addition, Players will 
be able to transfer SGM from their internal Sgame Pro wallet (the “SWallet”) to their external ERC-20  compat-
ible wallet (the “Personal Wallet”). 
Building on the success of Sgame Pro’s Alpha version that rapidly achieved 50,000 users in 2017 with no 
marketing spend, a Beta version of the Sgame Pro Platform will be released in May 2018, with an extensive 
new features roadmap over the course of 2018 

2.1 - FOR PLAYERS

Sgame Pro’s core mission is to provide Players with an unparalleled user experience where they can play 
their favourite games while seamlessly ”mining” SGM tokens. In addition, Sgame Pro engages Players in 
entirely new ways such as by rewarding Players for LIVE streaming their gaming.

7

Advertising provides a negative user experience: 
Players hate invasive in-app advertising, which 

currently only benefits Publishers.

Limited non-invasive promotional techniques
for new games.

Cost of digital goods in online stores: in order to 
compete adequately in many games, Players 

often have to spend money on digital goods (i.e. 
swords, gems etc…).  A large number of Players 

refuse to spend Fiat and abandon the game.

Single player games lack social interactions: 
Multiplayer games significantly increase Player 

engagement metrics and reduce churn rates.

For the first time, Players receive a portion of the 
advertisement revenues (ADV) generated by 

playing.

Sgame Pro provides a one-stop-shop for their 
favourite games and new game announcements 

from the world’s best Publishers.

All SGM rewarded can be spent on digital goods 
instead of using Fiat, increasing Player 

engagement rates.

NEEDS SOLUTIONS

Sgame Pro transforms single player games into 
Asynchronous Multi player games with PvP 

options ranging from 1 vs 1 to 1 vs 100.



2.2 - FOR PUBLISHERS

Sgame Pro offers Publishers a simple and innovative way to promote games. Publishers will have the option 
to reward Players with bonus payments in SGM, provide special rewards in Challenges as well as directly 
involve Sgame Pro’s Influencers. 

Sgame Pro provides unparalleled access to key Influencers such as Pewdiepie (60mln followers), giving 
Publishers free global marketing. In addition, Sgame Pro offers Publishers an entirely new revenue stream as 
they will share with Sgame Pro the Challenge’s fees. To put this into context, in 2017 over 800 billion Chal-
lenges were played in multiplayer games. Clash Royale™, a multiplayer online battle arena, had over 42 
billions Challenges during the past year.
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Increase ADV earnings: Publishers with 
freemium games rely on IAP and ADV revenue. 

In order to maximise their revenue streams, 
Publishers are incentivised to use invasive 
advertising and force Players to buy digital 

goods just to compete adequately.

Players who wouldn’t normally spend Fiat 
in-game are more likely to spend SGM, which 

they have earned at no cost. This in turn
incentivizes longer playing times and higher 

revenues from ADV.

Find new revenue streams: The market for 
digital goods (in-app purchases) is evolving 

towards a secondary market for digital goods 
where Players trade with each other. Publishers 
will have to find new revenue streams as classic 

IAP in freemium games decrease.

Publishers will receive part of the fee generated 
by Challenges.

Sgame Pro aggregates Players, facilitating user 
acquisition for Publishers, increasing visibility, 

stickiness, as well as reducing churn.

NEEDS SOLUTIONS

Users acquisition and retention: Publishers 
struggle to reach large numbers of new users 

and keep them engaged. In addition, decreasing 
development costs have enabled thousands of 

new independent Publishers to flood the iOS/An-
droid marketplaces, dramatically reducing the 

average time a game stays on a gamer’s device. 

SGM can be used across all the Sgame Pro’s 
games and on the Sgame Marketplace.

Rewards are game specific: Time & effort in one 
game cannot be leveraged in other games to 

boost performance or purchase digital goods.

The SGM rewarding protocol “Proof of Play” 
simulates a mining experience by rewarding 

time and effort spent on Sgame Pro. 

Crypto mining barriers to entry: Mining requires 
significant financial investment and technical 

know-how, which act as steep barriers to entry. 
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2.3 - FOR INFLUENCERS

Sgame Pro allows Influencers to monetize their followers through a referral system which generates an 
ongoing revenue stream for every lead, regardless of whether the lead remains an Influencer’s follower in the 
long-term. 

2.4 - FOR MERCHANTS

Sgame Pro provides an easy and cost effective way for Merchants to promote their products online through 
the sections Marketplace and Special offers:

Audience targeting: without high quality Player 
data it’s impossible to target Players accurately 

for promotional purposes. 

Online marketing costs: online marketing is 
incredibly expensive and will only increase going 

forward.

Sgame Pro generates comprehensive high 
quality user data through Player engagement on 
the Platform. Player profiles will be cross-game, 

providing significantly more granular Player 
targeting capabilities.

Sgame Pro provides Merchants with 
unprecedented economies of scale and offers 

the total reach of multiple Publishers all at once. 

NEEDS SOLUTIONS

NEEDS SOLUTIONS

Follower churn: follower churn is high and is 
intrinsically linked to the latest gaming trends, 

leading to highly unpredictable earnings. 

Commercial: the main income source for 
Influencers’ no longer comes from traditional 

social media Platforms (YouTube™, Instagram™, 
etc) but rather from private companies trying to 
promote products. If not careful this can act as 

a distraction and detract followers.

Every referral will be rewarded with part of the 
SGM earned by the newly introduced Player, 

without time limit and regardless of whether the 
Player remains a follower or not.

Sgame Pro offers an attractive referral system 
providing Influencers the opportunity to mone-
tise their following without compromising their 

image. 



3. SGAME PRO KEY FEATURES

3.1 - CHALLENGES

Challenges are one of the core features of Sgame Pro, enabling Players to play in an Asynchronous Multiplay-
er mode games which were traditionally only single player. Public Challenges are matchmaked by Sgame Pro 
and let random Players of similar skill levels compete for a preset number of SGM, tied to the amount of SGM 
deposited on their SWallet. To ensure fairness, Sgame Pro has developed an opponent matching algorithm 
to match Players of similar skill levels based on their Win/Lose ratios. Private Challenges allows Players to 
challenge their friends, without using the matching algorithm, enabling them to wager any amount.
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Game Type

Opponents

Mode

Matchmaking

SGM Wager Amount

Asynchronous Multi Player

Unknown Players

1 vs 3 to 1 vs 100

Win / Lose ratio based

Preset amount

Asynchronous Multi Player

Public Challenges Private Challenges

Connected friend

1 vs 1

No matchmaking

Any amount

COMPARING PRIVATE AND PUBLIC CHALLENGES

10 SGM
5 SGM5 SGM

Player 1 Player 2

SWallet

0.5 SGM9 SGM

Player 1 Player 2

PublisherSgame Pro

0.5 SGM

SWallet SWallet SWallet
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3.2 - LEADERBOARDS

A Leaderboard is a global ranking for a specific game, which allows Players to benchmark their performance 
versus other Players. Sgame Pro’s innovative approach consists of:

1.  Leaderboards across iOS and Android: only via Sgame Pro can Players compete against other Players 
from both operating systems.

2.  Leaderboards are rewarded: Players reaching new high scores or a specific goal are rewarded with SGM, 
driving increased Player engagement and longer playing times.

3.3 - USER PROFILES

Every Player and every Influencer will have their own dedicated public User 
Profile area containing an overview of their scores, play times as well as other 
relevant Player information. In addition, the Profile contains the following 
information:

•  Rank level
•  Challenges statistics
•  Live performance
•  Games played
•  SWallet balance

3.4 - MARKETPLACE

The Sgame Marketplace lists prizes available for purchase from Merchant partners using SGM. The Market-
place offers a wide range of digital as well as physical goods.

3.5 - REFERRALS

The Referrals section of Sgame Pro offers Players the ability to:

•  Invite new Players to Sgame Pro in exchange for a portion of the SGM generated by them

•  Receive a welcome bonus in SGM for joining Sgame Pro

The Referrals system is designed to generate viral growth, and be particularly appealing to Influencers who 
can use their high profile social media accounts to publicize Sgame Pro.



3.6 - LIVE

A growing number of online players are building their fan base through live 
streaming. The Live feature offers Players a state-of-the-art, yet affordable 
streaming solution for mobile gaming.

Donations are one of the main sources of income in the live streaming world. 
Sgame Pro enables fans to show their support through SGM transfers to their 
favorite Players during Live sessions, a feature that is becoming extremely 
innovative into mobile gaming.

3.7 - OTHER FEATURES

• Developer Area: Sgame Pro is developing an extensive Developer Area, dedicated to helping independent 
developers test and promote new mobile games and concepts. Developers will be required to pay a subscrip-
tion fee in SGM.

•  Messaging: in order to leverage even further the social element created by the Challenges concept, the 
Platform will contain a comprehensive messaging system for Player to Player communication.

•  Anti-cheating: Sgame Pro has integrated a sophisticated anti-fraud system designed to catch a wide range 
of bad actors including but not limited to: bots, automated tapping, fake users and multiple accounts.
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4. SGM TOKEN ECONOMY

The SGM token lies at the very heart of Sgame Pro, serving as a medium of exchange within the Sgame Pro 
ecosystem. The token is a utility token based on the ERC-20 standard, enabling Sgame Pro to fully leverage 
the Ethereum ecosystem and easily integrate with the existing infrastructure (i.e. wallets & exchanges).

 

4.1 - TRANSACTION MODEL

Given the high volume of transactions required by the Sgame Pro Platform, the chosen initial architecture 
minimizes the need for OnChain transactions while maximizing transaction throughput. The Sgame Pro 
architecture is initially built in a hybrid manner whereby SGM flow inside the Platform is OffChain so that the 
actual Ethereum network’s limitations (i.e. confirmation times, congestion, transaction costs) do not impede 
the Platform’s day-to-day functioning. In the future once these limitations are overcome, it is entirely feasible 
that the Sgame Pro could be moved fully OnChain. 
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Sgame Pro Fiat’s revenues derive from: Advertising, Big Data, Spotlight, Offers Wall and promotions in 
the marketplace.
Sgame Pro rewards players from the SGM Reserve based on activities completed by them.
Players challenge each other and wager SGM.
On the amount wagered during the Challenge Sgame Pro and Publisher receive an SGM fee.
Players can use SGM to buy digital goods in the Publisher’s stores or in the Sgame Marketplace.
Sgame Pro buys SGM on the market to refill its SGM Reserve.
Publishers can exchange SGM or buy promotions for their games on Sgame Pro.
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All SGM rewarded to Players will initially be deposited to the Player’s internal SWallet on Sgame Pro. Players 
will be able to immediately use SGM from their SWallet to perform all the Sgame Pro ecosystem transactions 
at no costs or wait times.The Player has full control over when SGM are transferred from his SWallet to his 
Personal Wallet that is ERC-20 compatible wallet. Players may withdraw SGM from their SWallet, however 
they can only be used on the Platform once they are transferred back to their SWallet. For Publishers, we will 
provide open-sourced plugins, APIs and software development kits (SDKs), to enable Players to purchase 
digital goods using SGM. 

4.2 - PROOF OF PLAY PROTOCOL

One of Sgame Pro’s major technical innovations is the advent of the Proof of Play protocol. Proof of Play is 
the mechanism by which Sgame Pro determines consensus as to whether enough ‘play’ has been performed 
to mine a “Play-Block”, releasing the associated SGM block reward to the Player. This works similarly to Proof 
of Work where computational effort by miners is rewarded.

4.2.1 - Play-Block

Play-Blocks are defined as a set of actions that, if completed, 
generate a block reward in SGM. Play-Blocks vary by level, 
which determines the amount of ‘play’ required and the size of 
the SGM block reward.
Initially there will be two types of actions in a Play-Block:
1. Time Actions;         
2. Offer Wall Actions.
Sgame Pro determines the value of Play-Blocks, which may 
fluctuate over time, but the Player will always know the SGM 
block reward size in advance.

4.2.2 - Time Actions

Time Actions refer to the time spent playing, expressed in seconds, necessary to achieve the Proof of 
Play. The necessary conditions to complete this type of action can be summarized as the completion 
of a number of seconds t spent playing, formally:

 

        
         defines the necessary condition to complete a Time type action for a Play-Block of level i, t defines 
the total playing time for Player j, expressed in seconds, that needs to be higher or equal to the thresh-
old    , defined for a Play-Block of level i. All time spent exceeding the threshold for the current 
Play-Block then count towards the completion of the next Play-Block.

PLAY BLOCK
Level 1

Time

1500 sec 100%

Offers Wall

0/2 type A 0%

1/1 type C 100%

1/4 type D 25%

Value 3 SGM
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         defines the necessary condition to complete an Offer Wall-type action for a level i Play-Block, in 
which all activities of subset V in which all the activities in the Offer Wall of a given type have been 
successfully executed. In order to provide the most flexibility to its Players, Sgame Pro will not require 
that specific actions be completed, but instead a number of actions.

4.2.4 - Proof of Play Definition

The Play-Block formal definition is:

Where           assumes the value 1 if all actions, of all the types contained in it, have been satisfied, 0 
otherwise. We therefore can formally define Proof of Play as:

Where      corresponds to the SGM block reward equal to the value y of P, if the Proof of Play of level i 
is satisfied.

4.2.5 - Proof of Play Flow

By completing the actions required by the Play-Block, i.e. by completing the Proof of Play, the user is 
immediately rewarded SGM on his SWallet (OffChain). 
In turn, those SGM can be used on Sgame Pro or otherwise transferred to a Personal Wallet (OnChain).

 

4.2.3 - Offer Wall Actions

Offer Wall Actions refer to the completion of actions suggested by the Sgame Pro Offer Wall, such as 
downloading an app or participating in a survey. Formally:
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4.3 - SGM LIQUIDITY RESERVE

Sgame Pro will maintain a SGM liquidity reserve (“SGM Reserve”) to manage outflows/inflows to/from 
Sgame Pro participants, which are expected to grow inline with the number of Players.  This SGM Reserve 
will initially be equal to 23.7% of the SGM Total Supply, and Sgame Pro will aim to maintain it at least at 10% 
during its normal course of business, buying back SGM on exchanges as and when needed. The manage-
ment of the SGM Reserve will be at the discretion of the Sgame Pro’s management team.

Sgame Pro will maintain full control over the amount of SGM rewarded through Proof of Play, and will make 
this information available in the app to each Player. The Play-Block reward amounts in SGM will be adjusted 
periodically to reflect the underlying SGM token’s price fluctuations, aiming to ensure a near constant value 
of Player earnings in Fiat.

 

Rewading
players

Publishers

Influencers

Challenges
Fee

no

yes

Completed

Transfer

ERC-20 compatible

Proof 
of Play

Player
Play Block

n SGM
+n SGM

SWallet

+n SGM
yes

Ø

InFlows

OutFlows

Exchange



5. Platform LAUNCH

On completion of the ICO, the first version of Sgame Pro Platform will be fully operational and the SGM token 
will be fully integrated.

5.1 - ROADMAP

5.2 - MARKETING PLAN

The Publishers who have initially agreed to partner with Sgame Pro for the Platform launch have a combined 
captive Player base of over 35mm active Players. This Player base will be immediately made available for 
cross-promotional activities, ensuring a strong launch with high visibility, as well as a thriving ecosystem 
from the onset.
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November 2016

April 2017

October 2017

January 2018

March 2018

April 2018

2nd Quarter 2018

July 2018

November 2018

March 2019

May 2019

September 2019

Project start

Development phase start

Alpha Version launch

Partnerships with Influencers & Publishers

SGM Pre-Sale

Platform blockchain integration

Launch of Version 1.0
Main Token Sale

Expansion of partnerships with Influencers & Publishers

Launch of Version 2.0 (extensive set of new features added)
Marketing campaign US/EU

Target user base of 1mm

Marketing campaign Asia

Target user base 3mm
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Among the first set of Publishers active on Sgame Pro at launch:

•  Digital Bros | 14mm active users
•  505 Games | 8mm active users
•  34BigThings | 7mm active users
•  Collin Lane AB | 5mm active users

In order to fully understand the mobile gaming market, it is important to grasp just how crucial Influencers 
are to Publishers when it comes to user acquisition.  Influencers are incentivised to review and play in the 
funnest, most engaging games, which generates a virtuous cycle of trust and credibility with their audiences, 
which is particularly important when it comes to game recommendations.

A Global research reports suggest 90% of regular smartphone Players (who spend on average more than nine 
hours a week playing) consult YouTube at least once a week to look for game suggestions or to follow their 
favourite Influencers. Two thirds of those download a game as a consequence of a reference of an Influencer 
on YouTube.

Sgame Pro has engaged a number of Influencers, including Felix Arvid Ulf Kjellberg, aka Pewdiepie, the 
world's number one YouTuber focussed on gaming with over 60 million followers. Pewdiepie will kick off the 
official launch of Sgame Pro with dedicated videos on his YouTube channel and through a combined 
Twitter/Instagram/Facebook campaign. In addition, Pewdiepie will coordinate the marketing efforts with the 
wider group of global Influencers.

Among the first set of Influencers involved (and in negotiation) with Sgame Pro:

•  Pewdiepie | 62M fan base
•  VanossGaming | 23M fan base
•  Markiplier | 20M fan base
•  DanTDM | 19M fan base
•  Jacksepticeye | 19M fan base
•  Tweakbox | 10M fan base
•  Marzia Bisognin | 7M fan base
•  Ninja | 11M fan base

In-line with industry-wide best practices for digital marketing, the marketing spend will be allocated to two 
distinct mediums:

1.  Digital performance marketing channels such as:
a.  Facebook
b.  Instagram
c.  Google Ads
d.  Chartboost
e.  AdMob
f.  Applovin
g.  InMobi
h.  HeyZap



6.1 - TERMS & CONDITIONS

Sgame SA, a Swiss based corporation (“Sgame”), is conducting the issuance of a utility token (the “SGM”). 
The main and only purpose of SGM is to be used as a utility token to access to services and products avail-
able on the Platform. 

Sgame Pro will issue a maximum amount of 350,000,000 SGM Tokens (the “Tokens Total Supply”). 

As of today, 139,500,000 SGM tokens have already been sold to a restricted group of early backers and 
partners with a lock-up period up to 14 months (the “Pre-Sale Tokens”). The remaining proceeds are to be 
collected through a Main Sale which shall take place within 2nd Quarter 2018. A maximum amount of 
55,000,000 SGM (the “Main Sale Tokens”) will be on sale during the Main Sale at a value in CHF that will be 
defined 10 days before; the exchange rate of ETH to CHF will be set within 24 hours prior the Main Sale. Any 
unsold tokens will be burned at the end of the Main Sale.

Sgame will retain a SGM Reserve initially equal to 83,000,000 SGM, that will be used to reward Players of 
Sgame Pro during its course of business and as described in Section 4.3.
The following table summarizes the planned SGM’s distribution:

6. ICO STRUCTURE

2.  Branding and offline marketing:
a.  Local events involving Influencers and Publishers partners
b.  Sponsored E-sport Challenges
c.  Traditional offline media: tv editorial, newspaper, billboards
d.  Guerrilla marketing applied with local street influencers in the following Countries: Japan, 
India, Usa, France, Uk and Spain

SGM Liquidity Reserve 83,000,000

Tokens available for Bounties/Airdrops 6,500,000 

Tokens reserved for Advisors & Founders 15,000,000 (lock-in up to 14 months)
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         defines the necessary condition to complete an Offer Wall-type action for a level i Play-Block, in 
which all activities of subset V in which all the activities in the Offer Wall of a given type have been 
successfully executed. In order to provide the most flexibility to its Players, Sgame Pro will not require 
that specific actions be completed, but instead a number of actions.

4.2.4 - Proof of Play Definition

The Play-Block formal definition is:

Where           assumes the value 1 if all actions, of all the types contained in it, have been satisfied, 0 
otherwise. We therefore can formally define Proof of Play as:

Where      corresponds to the SGM block reward equal to the value y of P, if the Proof of Play of level i 
is satisfied.

4.2.5 - Proof of Play Flow

By completing the actions required by the Play-Block, i.e. by completing the Proof of Play, the user is 
immediately rewarded SGM on his SWallet (OffChain). 
In turn, those SGM can be used on Sgame Pro or otherwise transferred to a Personal Wallet (OnChain).

 

Token issuer Sgame SA

Tokens Total Supply 350,000,000

Tokens sold in Pre-Sale 139,500,000 (lock-in up to 14 months)

Tokens to be sold in the Main Sale 55,000,000
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6.2 - ICO SERVICE PROVIDERS

In the execution of the ICO, the Company will be assisted by two leading technical service providers, namely 
Eidoo Sagl and BitIncubator & Venture SA:

Eidoo Sagl (CH) – ICO engine
Eidoo has developed an innovative multicurrency wallet which allows user to deposit crypto assets in such 
a way that the users have full and sole control of their assets.

BitIncubator & Venture SA - Exchanger from fiat to crypto
BitIncubator manages the exchange Platform bitmax.ch, allowing exchange from fiat to crypto, being a finan-
cial intermediary authorized by the Self Regulated Body VQF.

Short name SGM

Type ERC20

Currencies accepted ETH

KYC required to participate in the Token Sale Yes

51,000,000 (full lock-up for 12 months)Tokens kept by the Issuer for operations 
(additional investments in Platform development, 
management incentive scheme, network 
expansion, community and partners development)

SGM Liquidity
Reserve

Bounties
& Airdrops

Advisors
& Founders

Kept by
the Issuer

Token
sales

4%

15%

55%

24%

2%
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6.3 - USES OF  FUNDS

The large majority of the funds raised (91%) will be allocated to furthering the product and business devel-
opment.

 

 

 •  Marketing (42%): user acquisition (organic and M&A) will significantly increase the number of live
  accounts, with a major effect on revenues generated;

 •  Development (29%): the development of new features and integrations with new products will
 constantly improving the gaming experience, as well as offer cutting-edge solutions to partecipants
  in Sgame Pro ecosystem;

 •  Operating costs (20%): a team of highly experienced professionals will be managing the scale-up
  process, ensuring a strong addition to an already existing business.

Operating Costs 20%Development 29%

Marketing 42%

ICO Expenses 9%
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6.4 - FUTURE ISSUE OF A SECURITY TOKEN

Once the business is launched and consolidated, Sgame would like to open its success to the public by 
issuing a Security Token, which will allow investors to participate directly in the revenues of the Company. 
The Security Token will be issued only after the business has reached a series of KPIs based on traditional 
performance (Revenues, Profit) but also on user adoption (active users, churn rate).

The Security Token will be distributed – indicatively - only in the first 8 Countries where the highest number 
of Players have residence. In the US, it will only be issued under Regulation D to Accredited Investors.

As currently envisaged, the Security Tokens will aggregately give participation rights to a share of the net 
revenues of the Company: tokens holders will receive a distribution payment calculated on the revenues of 
the Company, before any operating costs are deducted (except from the cost associated to the Players’ 
rewards in SGM).

Holders will therefore benefits directly from the business turnover, without risking that the Company reduces 
its income by charging extra costs like bonuses or other inflated expenses. We believe that this distribution 
method will create an extremely transparent profit sharing rule. 

The payment of the distribution will be executed through a smart contract and will be fully verifiable on the 
blockchain.

SGM tokens will not per se entitle to any allocation of Security Tokens. Security Tokens will need to be 
purchased through a Dutch Action where the only mean of payment accepted will be SGM tokens.
 
In order to purchase Security Tokens, Investors will need to own an amount of SGM Tokens higher than the 
sale price of a single Security Token as set during the auction. Investors with an amount of SGM tokens 
lower than the sale price of a single Security Token will not be able to participate in the auction. 

Investors with a sufficient amount of SGM tokens who do not wish to participate to the auction will not be 
entitled to any Security Token. 

Since SGM tokens will only be a mean of payment for Security Tokens, the legal qualifications of the SGM 
token remain those of a utility token. 
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7. TEAM AND ADVISORS

7.1 - TEAM

Giampietro Cutrino | Founder & CEO
Former Italian TV showman, for the last 8 years Gip has been an entrepreneur in the 
world of mobile gaming. He is an expert team leader and a creative marketer, having 
collaborated with many leading brands in the digital world.

Nicola Rizzo | Co-Founder & CFO
A law graduate, he has financed the project from the onset. Nicola is an entrepreneur 
combining management consulting experience with decades of experience as a serial 
entrepreneur.

Luca Carrozza - MD OPS
MarTech vet, 12ys in Fullsix Group, Eu pioneer in digital marketing, as PMO lead, 
business manager, client director; last 5ys building and leading IPG Group's adv tech 
divisions: Reprise, search & social, and Cadreon, programmatic adv & data management.

Dragan Bozic | MD Marketing
Dragan has a a strategic digital and tech background mixed with strong business devel-
opment skills. He helps to create a culture of change within the business, providing 
creativity, analytical thinking and advanced data analysis. 

Francesco Ongaro | CTO
Security expert and Hacker, he’s specialized in Network and Web Application Penetration 
Tests. He performed technical activities for many of the most exposed customers in the 
private and public infrastructure, finance, banking, insurance and media fields.

Fabrizio Bergamaschi | CCO
In the last 10 years Fabrizio has been leading the expansion of some Europe's leading 
Fintech companies. Experienced in customers acquisition and retention, Fabrizio has a 
strong proven track record of success in account management and sales.

Andrea Sala | Community & Marketing Manager
BA in Psychology with an emphasis on consumers psychology and buying behavior, 
quantitative research and organizational management. Passionate about challenging 
business ideas, technology, startups, fintech, management, blockchain and new media.
 



7.2 - ADVISORS

Igor Pezzilli | Business Strategy
Co-founder of the Lazada Group, senior consultant at Bain & Company in Zurich, he his 
highly skilled in business strategy and business planning, as well as in business and 
corporate development, management and private equity.

Roman Hammerl | Finance
CFO in Kickrs.net and executive for Morgan Stanley, Roman Hammerl graduated at the 
Vienna University of Economics and Business and at the Red McCombs School of Busi-
ness in Austin. He is specialized in equities, capital markets and hedge funds.

Raphael Galante | Gaming
Founder and CEO of Digital Bros and of 505 Games, he has more than 20 years of experi-
ence in the mobile gaming and console sector. Digital Bros, together with the 505 Games 
and Halifax brands, ranks the top 10 global game publishers.

Robert Taylor | Crypto Expert
Co-founder and CTO of capital markets fintech Origin, Robert has been involved in the 
cryptocurrency space for over 5 years. Robert works with a number of crypto projects to 
develop their token economies, technical architecture and token sales.

Lars Schlichting | Legal & Tax
Partner of Kellehals-Carrard, Lars Schlichting’s main areas of expertise are the banking 
and financial sectors. Since 2016 Lars provides advice in the world of cryptocurrencies 
and has participated in several Initial Coin Offering (ICO).

Validity Labs | Smart contract
Validity Labs span multiple areas of blockchain and smart contracts technology manag-
ing in house diverse platforms and skills levels. Equip change agents to utilise block-
chain technology in order to improve how we trade, make contracts and collaborate. 
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7.3 - PARTNERS

Felix A. U. Kjelberg (Pewdiepie) | Influencer
Felix is the world's most important Youtuber with over 60 million followers subscribed to 
his channel. PewDiePie has also appeared in a number of other medias, such as radio 
and TV. He is currently the official figurehead for the launch of the Platform.

Ignacio Sepulveda | Tweakbox CEO
Currently CEO of Tweakbox (10mm users) with great experience in the software sector. 
Expert in marketing strategies, user interfaces design and project planning. He is  gradu-
ated at the Brains International School of Alcobendas.

Francesco Imbesi | Bit Walk
Founder of Bit Walk, Francesco built a Company that reached millions of active users in 
less then 1 year involving major artists such as: Massive Attack, Oasis, Blur, Ewan 
McGregor, Willem Defoe and Marina Abramovic.

Natale Ferrara | Blockchain Entrepreneur
Founder of Eidoo, Co-Founder of Cryptopolis and CFO of Digital Identity, Natale Ferrara 
has skills in business strategy, project management, business development, M&A and he 
has vast experience in the world of cryptocurrencies.

Marzia Bisognin | Influencer
Marzia is an Italian internet personality who is also involved in writing, fashion design, 
and business. Her channel currently has over 7 million subscribers, making it the most 
subscribed channel in Italy.



A. GENERAL INFORMATIONS

1. In order to fund the development of the Company, the SGM token will be created on the Ethereum block-
chain and will be sold to the public (the "ICO Placement").

2. SGM will be issued by a technical process that uses the «Blockchain» technology. This is an open source 
IT protocol over which the Company has no rights, control or liability in terms of its development and opera-
tion. The SGM distribution mechanism will be controlled by a Smart Contract; this involves a computer 
program that can be executed on the Ethereum network or on a blockchain network that is compatible with 
Smart Contract programming language.

3. SGM is a token that will allow the user to access the service provided by the Sgame Pro Platform (Utility 
Token).
 
4. The sale of SGM is final: the SGM is non-refundable and not redeemable.

5. As of the day of the ICO Placement, SGM does not have the legal qualification of a security pursuant to 
Swiss Law and is therefore not qualified as an Asset Token pursuant to the Guidelines (the “Guidelines”) 
issued on February 16, 2018 by Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority ("FINMA").

6. SGM does not have a performance or a particular value outside the Company Platform. SGM shall there-
fore not be purchased or used for speculative or investment purposes.
 
7. As of the day of the ICO Placement, the SGM sale is currently not subject to the Federal Act on Stock 
Exchanges and Securities Trading Law and the Financial Market Infrastructure Act, which ensure that the 
sale of certain products or assets is subject to regulatory scrutiny for the investors' protection and may only 
be sold to investors provided that, inter alia, the respective documentation include all the proper disclosures 
and that the sale of investments.

B. TOKEN DOCUMENTATION

8. This white paper (the “White Paper”) together with the SGM Terms and Conditions (the “Terms & Condi-
tions”, see sgamepro.io), as amended from time to time, shall form the entire documentation for the SGM 
sale (the "Token Documentation").

C. KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED

9. Any purchaser of SGM (the "Purchaser") shall understand and have significant experience of cryptocur-
rencies, blockchain systems and services, and understand the risks associated with the crowdsale as well 
as the mechanisms related to the use of cryptocurrencies (including the storage).

8. LEGAL DISCLAIMER
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10. The Purchaser shall carefully review the Token Documentation so to understand the risks, costs and 
benefits associated with the purchase, storage and use of SGM.

D. RISKS

11. Acquiring SGM and storing them involves various risks, in particular (but not limited to) the risk that 
Company may not be able to launch its Platform and/or its operations, to develop or exploit its blockchain 
and/or to provide the services to which the SGM relates or is forced (in particular due to changes in the legal 
environment and/or issuance of new laws or regulations and/or new leading interpretation of current legal 
framework and/or case law, which might also have a retroactive effect) to stop its operations or change its 
business model. Therefore, and prior to acquiring SGM, any user should carefully consider the risks, costs 
and benefits of acquiring SGM in the context of the crowdsale and, if necessary, obtain independent legal 
and tax advice in this regard. 

12. Any interested person who is not in the position to accept or to understand the risks associated with the 
activity (including the risks related to the non-development of the Company Platform) or any other risks as 
indicated herein or in the Token Documentation) shall not acquire the SGMs.

E. NO INVESTMENT INVITATION

13. This White Paper shall not and cannot be considered as an invitation to enter into an investment. It does 
not constitute or relate in any way nor should it be considered or interpreted as an offering of securities in 
any jurisdiction. 

14. The White Paper does not include nor contain any information or indication that might be considered as 
a recommendation or that might be used to base any investment decision. 

15. This document does not constitute an offer or an invitation to purchase shares, bonds, securities or 
rights relating to Company or to any related or associated company (the “Company’s Group”). 

F. NO SECURITY

16. SGM are not convertible in shares or certificates of the Company or Company's Group and do not grant 
any right to receive any such share or certificate.

17. SGMs do not confer any direct or indirect right to Company's or Company's Group capital or income and, 
in particular, do not grant any right to dividends or interests or to any other share or participation to the 
Company or Company's Group revenue or earnings.  

18. SGM is not proof of ownership of any assets belonging to the Company or Company's Group or of a right 
of control over Company or Company's Group and does not grant to the owner any right to assets of Compa-
ny or Company's Group.
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19. SGM are not shares or participation certificates and do not give any right to participate to, or vote in, the 
general meeting of Company or Company's Group or to influence in any way the respective corporate gover-
nance or the decisions of the corporate bodies of the Company or Company's Group.

20. Subject to Article G. below, based on the above, at the date of the ICO Placement, the Company consid-
ers that SGM does not have the legal qualification of a security pursuant to Swiss Law and does therefore 
not qualify as an "Asset Token" in Switzerland as interpreted by FINMA in the Guidelines.

21. Pursuant to the Guidelines and current practice, the SGM is a utility token which can be used only on 
and/or gives access to the Company Platform and is not intended to be used as an investment.

22. The offering of SGM on a trading Platform is done to allow additional users to use and/or to access to 
the Company Platform and not for speculative purposes and does not change the legal qualification of the 
token as a utility token.

G. CHANGES IN THE LEGAL ENVIRONMENT

23. The ICO Placement and the purchase of SGMs is taking place within a legal environment that is still 
under development. Regulatory authorities are carefully scrutinizing businesses and operations associated 
to cryptocurrencies in the world. 

24. Regulatory measures, investigations or actions may impact Company's business and even limit or 
prevent it from performing or developing its operations. 

25. Any person acquiring SGM shall be aware that Company's business model and the Token Documenta-
tion may change because of new legal, regulatory and compliance requirements from any applicable laws 
in any jurisdictions, even with retroactive effect. In such a case, Purchasers and anyone acquiring SGM 
acknowledge and accept that neither Company nor any of its affiliates shall be held liable for any direct or 
indirect loss or damage caused by such changes.

26. Company, as of the date of issue of this White Paper, is not a financial intermediary according to Swiss 
Law and is not required to obtain any authorization for Anti-Money Laundering purpose. This qualification 
may change at any time if the services offered by Company will be considered as a financial intermediation 
activity pursuant to applicable law. In this event, the use of Company services will require the positive 
conclusion of an AML/KYC identification process and the Purchaser agrees to immediately provide to Com-
pany, upon its respective request, all requested documents and information necessary or useful to the Com-
pany to fulfill its legal obligations.

H. THIS IS NOT AN OFFER – NO INVESTMENT ADVISE – NO REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES

27. This White Paper shall not be construed as an offer, personal recommendation or solicitation to 
conclude a transaction and should not be treated as giving investment advice,
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28. Company is not to be considered as an advisor in any legal, tax or financial matters. Any information in 
the white paper is given for general information purpose only and Company does not provide any representa-
tion and/or warranty as to the accuracy and completeness of the information included in the White Paper.
 
29. Given the lack of qualification of the crypto-token in most countries, the Purchaser is strongly advised to 
carry out a legal and tax analysis concerning the purchase and ownership of SGM according to his/her/its 
nationality and place of residence.

I. IMPORTANT INFORMATION AND DISCLAIMER

30. Company will do its utmost to launch its operations, develop the Company Platform and/or provide the 
services highlighted in this White Paper. Anyone undertaking to acquire SGM shall be aware that Company 
does not provide any guarantee that it will be able to achieve the project highlighted in this White Paper.
 
31. By subscribing SGM, the Company assumes no liability or responsibility for any loss or damage that 
would result from or relate to the User failure to receive (or to timely receive) the SGMs or to the incapacity to 
use SGMs, as well as for any failure or malfunction of the respective Smart Contract, except in case of inten-
tional misconduct or gross negligence directly attributable to the Company.

32. SGM is based on the Ethereum protocol. Any malfunction, unplanned function or unexpected operation of 
the Ethereum protocol may cause the Company network or SGM to malfunction or operate in a way that is not 
expected. Moreover, the native Ethereum Protocol account unit may itself lose value in a similar way to SGMs, 
and also in other ways.  Company assumes no liability or responsibility in this respect except in case of inten-
tional misconduct or gross negligence directly attributable to the Company.
 
33. Company assumes no liability or responsibility whatsoever for any loss of SGM or situations making it 
impossible to access SGM, which may result from any actions or omissions of the User, as well as in case of 
hacker attacks.

J. USER REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES

34. By participating in the ICO Placement and by purchasing SGM the Purchaser confirms that he/she/it:
•  has read and understood the Token Documentation and accepts to be legally bound by its terms; 
•  has sufficient knowledge about the nature of the cryptographic tokens and has significant experi-
ence with, and functional understanding of, the usage and intricacies of dealing with cryptographic 
tokens, cryptocurrencies and blockchain-based systems and services;
•  has fully understood and accepts the risks connected with the purchase of the Token outlined in the 
Token Documentation, including those related to possible changes in the legal environment;
•  is familiar with all related regulations, in particular (but not limited to) in the specific jurisdiction in 
which the Purchaser is based, and has received competent advice that participating to ICOs and 
purchasing cryptographic tokens is not prohibited, restricted or subject to additional conditions of any 
kind;
•  is entitled to purchase SGM in the ICO Placement without requiring any local authorization and is in 
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compliance with the local, state, and national laws and regulations when purchasing; 
•  is authorized and has full power to purchase SGM;
•  is not and will not be at the time of the ICO Placement a U.S. citizen, resident or entity (a "US 
Person") nor is the Purchaser purchasing SGM on behalf of a US Person;
•  is not and will not be at the time of the ICO Placement a Chinese resident or entity nor is the 
Purchaser purchasing SGM or signing on behalf of a Chinese resident or entity;
•  will not use the ICO Placement for any illegal activity, including but not limited to, for money 
laundering and/or the financing of terrorism;
•  the purchase and storage of the Token will not constitute a violation or breach of any applicable 
law by the Purchaser, in particular in his country of residence or citizenship;
•  purchases SGM because he/she/it wishes to have access to the Company Platform; and
•  is not purchasing SGM for the purpose of speculative investment or usage. 

K. GOVERNING LAW – ARBITRATION

35. The Token Documentation, the Company ICO operation and the purchase of the SGMs shall be governed 
by and construed in accordance with the substantive laws of Switzerland without regard to the conflicts of 
law rules and without regard to the rules of the Vienna Convention on the International Sale of Goods dated 
11 April 1980.

36. Any dispute, controversy or claim arising out of or in connection with the Token Documentation, the ICO 
Placement and/or the purchase of the SGMs, shall be finally settled in accordance with the Swiss Rules of 
International Arbitration of the Swiss Chambers’ Arbitration Institution in force on the date on which the 
Notice of Arbitration is submitted in accordance with these Rules. The number of arbitrators shall be 3 
(three), the arbitrators to be appointed in accordance with the said Rules. The seat of the arbitration shall 
be Lugano, Switzerland. The language of the arbitration shall be English. 
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GLOSSARY

Alpha version: a version of a piece of software that is made available for testing, typically by employees of the 
company that is developing it, before its general public release.

Android: mobile operating system developed by Google Inc.

ADV: acronym for advertise.

API: acronym for Application-programming-interface which is a set of subroutine definitions, protocols, and 
tools for building application software.

BTC: Bitcoin cryptocurrency.

CAGR: acronym for compound annual growth rate, which is the mean annual growth rate of an investment 
over a specified period of time longer than one year.

Digital goods: intangible goods that exist in digital form like media, ebooks, internet coupons or virtual goods 
(non-physical objects and money purchased for use in online communities or online games).

ERC-20: describes the functions and events that an Ethereum token contract has to implement.

ETH: Ethereum cryptocurrency.

Exchange: online Platform that facilitates the exchange of cryptocurrencies.

Freemium: product or service that is provided free of charge. Additional features, services, or virtual goods 
can only be unlocked through purchases. 

IAP: acronym for In-app-purchase refers to the buying of goods and services from inside an application on a 
mobile device, such as a smartphone or tablet.

iOS: mobile operating system created by Apple Inc.

Miner: somebody who is rewarded in cryptocurrency for using hardware to make computations to confirm 
blockchain transactions.

Proof-of-work: algorithm to confirm transactions throughout a feasibility computation effort which produces 
new blocks on the chain upon confirmation. 

Wallet: a secure digital wallet used to store, send, and receive digital currency.

YoY: year on year.
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